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ABSTRACT. The present paper deals with the personality of Armenian Author Jacob from Karin and
his heritage preserved in Armenian manuscripts. He lived in one of the monasteries located in Karin
(nowadays Erzurum, Turkey) in the 17th century. Among his works “Beautifully Built City of Karin” is
especially interesting for us. Four copies of the manuscript containing the work are preserved at the
Mesrop Mashtots Institute of Ancient Manuscripts, in Yerevan: NN 8184, 2995, 6583, 4542. The work
was published twice in Armenian, first by K. Kostanyan in Vagharshapat in 1903, and then by V. Hakobyan
in the collection of “Small Chronicles” in 1951. The text was translated into French by M. Frederic
Macler and published in Paris in 1919 with the commentaries by K. Kostanyan. In “Beautifully Built
City of Karin”, the author tells the story of the 7th century, when the Byzantine emperor Heraclius (610-
641) defeated Khosrow II, the king of Sasanian Empire, released the True Cross from the Persians and
took the relics to Jerusalem through Karin and other regions. The version of this story brought by
Jacob was composed and written later. That was the reason why both publishers omitted this text and did
not include in their publications. The composition “Beautifully Built City of Karin” contains information
not only about Karin, but also about its surrounding regions including the historical regions of Georgia
such as Tao-Klarjeti (nowadays Turkey) and Imereti (west part of Georgia). © 2017 Bull. Georg. Natl.
Acad. Sci.
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 Armenian historical literature gives us many im-

portant records about political-economical or socio-

cultural life of Georgia. This circumstance drew at-

tention of Georgian society for working on Armenian

historical and literary monuments and awakened in-

terest for translating the documents into Georgian.

Jacob of Karin’s: “Beautifully Built City of Karin, which
was called Theodupolis, and later was renamed

Erzurum and is called that to the current time”[1: 541-

586], contains information not only about Karin, but

also about its surrounding regions, including the his-

torical regions of Georgia such as Tao-Klarjeti (nowa-

days Turkey) and Imereti (west part of Georgia).

In addition to the above mentioned composition,

Jacob wrote three other works: “Chronicles”, “The
Story of Robbing the Virgin Mary`s Monastery” and
“The Biography of his Father - Georg”. In the latter
work we find important records about the author.
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According to these records, he was born in the pious

family of priest Georg and his wife Manana in the city

of Karin, in February, 1618. He had two brothers

Melkon and Malakia, who were Khojas, the mer-

chants involved in large-scale trading.

Jacob received advanced education in theology

and Armenian historiography. With the support of

his father, the archbishop of Karin, Jacob went to

Vagharshapat, where catholicos Philip I of Aghbak

(Aghbaketsi) (1633-1655) ordained him as a priest in

1641. Soon he returned to Karin and continued his

activities in the city.

We can find some other details referring to the

author‘s life in the colophons of the manuscripts kept
in Matenadaran (The Mesrop Mashtots Institute of

Ancient Manuscripts, Yerevan). For instance, the

colophons in manuscript N 6485 [2: 327] (which was

written by Jacob) tell us that at a young age he used

to write or copy manuscripts. Another colophon writ-

ten by a copyist Samuel in 1666 in the manuscript N

6972 says: “I wrote... in the city of Karin with the
intention of vardapet (highly educated archimandrite

in the Armenian church) Sargis and also of Bishop

Jacob, who is  wise and educated [monk] living in

this monastery, and with the help of Vardapet Peter.”
Armenian scholar V. Hakobyan supposes that the

bishop mentioned in this colophon is Jacob of Karin,

who was an abbot in Muturk abbey located in Karin

in 1666.

We do not have exact records about the death of

Jacob of Karin‘s. The latest event he was an eyewit-
ness and later wrote about it in his “Chronicles” hap-
pened in 1672, when catholicos John came back from

Istanbul to Echmiadzin. From this we can assume

that in 1672 Jacob was alive; moreover, he had a busy

life in that period of time.

As mentioned above, Jacob used to write and

copy manuscripts. It is well-founded by colophons

written in manuscript N 6485:

1) 85r: With the mercy of God do not forget the

writer of this [work] priest Jacob. I wrote this in the

city of Arzrum, in the monastery of Virgin Mary in

1635. Have mercy on me for my pride and mistakes,

because this is the first book [made by me] [3: 62].

2) 134r: Please, while reading this have mercy on

us, on [me, who am] a sinner copyist Jacob and on

my parent Manana, who is passed away, on my fa-

ther Ter Georg and on my brothers Melkon and

Malakia” [4: 134r].
The manuscript is the collection of different theo-

logical and historical works: “The History of Alexan-
der the Great (of Macedon), “History of the City of
Karin” written by another author, “Martyrdom of
Smbat Bagratuni”, “Riddles by Nerses IV the Gra-
cious (Shnorhali)”, “Geography” by Vardan Areveltsi,
“Fables by the Biblical King Solomon”, “The history
of the city of Pghindz”, etc. While there are some
other records such as inscription on the door of the

Bethlehem church, list of the names of cities, colo-

phons on these fables written by Nerses IV the Gra-

cious. The manuscript was written by Jacob and de-

voted to his father.

From the content of the manuscript it is clear in

what kinds of compositions the author was inter-

ested. Now for the decoration of the manuscript: Some

works are written in one column, while others are in

two columns. Subchapters beginning with capital let-

ters are written in red ink. In many cases a head of a

man is drawn in the capital letter Z (2v, 9v, 18r), in one

case in letter Y 43v. There are decorated small red

crosses (28r, 35r), decorated graphemes (70r), and

ornaments (77v). For the addition of omitted words

the writer uses asterisks. Often used words are ab-

breviated. Regarding the headpiece decoration, noth-

ing is mentioned about the decorator. That gives us

cause to suppose, that even the decoration was made

by Jacob [4: 134r]. While working on the manuscripts

we shared the knowledge of description of Armenian

and Georgian manuscripts and up-to-date principles

regarding this subject [5].

The manuscript shows that Jacob of Karin had

excellent education not only in theology and

historiography, but also, he knew how to write and

decorate a book manuscript at a high level.
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Four copies of the manuscripts containing the

work “Beautifully Built City of Karin” are preserved
at the Mesrop Mashtots Institute of Ancient Manu-

scripts, in Yerevan: NN 8184 (in 17th-18th c), 2995 (in

1752), 6583 (in 1757), 4542 (in 1826) [6: 917; 7: 327,

690].

The copies are dated by late 17th and early 19th

centuries. Apparently, copying of the original manu-

script started soon after it was completed. This fact

shows that the composition was popular in educa-

tional-cultural centers in Karin and in its near regions.

The work “Beautifully Built City of Karin” was
published twice in Armenian, first by K. Kostanyan

in Vagharshapat, in 1903, and then by V. Hakobyan in

the collection of “Small Chronicles” in 1951. The text
was translated in French by M. Frederic Macler and

published in Paris in 1919, with the commentaries to

the text by K. Kostanyan [8: 1-159].

The exact headline of the composition has not

survived to this day, because the beginning part of

the original manuscript is lost. The headline of the

text given in all four copies “Beautifully Built City of
Karin, which was called Teodopolis, which was

changed and at the current time is called Arzrum”, is
descriptive, written in the later period. The work be-

gins with the history of building the city of Karin.

This story is taken from the composition “The his-
tory of Armenia” written by Armenian historian
Movses Khorenatsi, therefore, this descriptive head-

line was added to the composition later. The first

publisher of the composition K. Kostanyan, pub-

lished the text without its beginning part (building of

Karin city) and with the following headline: “Descrip-
tion of Upper Armenia”. As Kostanyan explains: “In
the manuscript “The life of John Chrysostom” kept
at the Matenadaran, with a different calligraphy there

was written the headline and composition “A word
of a priest Jacob about Upper Armenia.” The author
mentions the term “Upper Armenia”, because the main
subject of the composition is a political, geographi-

cal and socio-economical description of one of the

regions of Armenia   “Bardzr Hayk” (the same “Upper

Armenia”, nowadays Erzurum province). It gives us
records about life and activity of the inhabitants of

Karin province of those days.

K. Kostanyan deserves credit for drawing oth-

ers‘ attention to this work and for publishing the text
for the first time. Nevertheless, this publication has a

big defect: either in the prologue, or in the commen-

taries K. Kostanyan does not mention the manuscript

he used for the publication. We compared the publi-

cation with the four other existing manuscripts, which

showed differences. Therefore, we suppose that K.

Kostanyan had another different manuscript.

V. Hakobyan, who is the second publisher of the

composition, published the critical text based on all

of the four manuscripts, plus the above mentioned

publication. The question of the manuscript K.

Kostanyan used was also unclear for V. Hakobyan,

therefore, he refers the manuscript as “Kostanyan`s
Manuscripts.”

V. Hakobyan used manuscript N 4542 as the main

text for his publication because, as he explained, this

text differed from the other ones by its variants and

notes. According to their characteristics and similar-

ity he classified the manuscripts in two groups: NN

8184 and 2995 are in one group and NN 6483 and

“Kostanyan`s manuscript” in the other group. After
studying all these copies we can assume, that the

text in N 4542 is more extensive than the others and

often has additions in the text, which are not shown

in other manuscripts. This manuscript has two copy-

ists: priest Baghdasar and priest Abraam.

“This story was written in the city of Arzrum, by
the hand of the sinner priest Baghdasar in 1758. Also

it is written in Karmir Vanq (red monastery) by the

[hand] of the sinner Abraam Abegha, [the one] who

does not have any knowledge in theology. Please,

bless us. March 12, 1826” [9: 35r].
Besides the story of the Karin city, the manu-

script contains another composition “The history of
the capital Tabriz” and a riddle on the last page.

Let us examine the other three manuscripts too.

Manuscript N 8184 does not have a colophon; there-
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fore, we do not know anything about the copyist.

This collection of works consists of the following

works: “The Biography of Jacob of Karin`s Father -
Georg”, “Chronicles”, “Beautifully Built City of
Karin”. These three compositions are written by
Jacob. There are also compositions written by

Michael the Syrian, “Catholicos of all Armenians from
Barsegh to Hakob of Jugha”. The manuscript is in-
complete. There is space left for the capital letter;

therefore we suppose that a decorator could not man-

age to complete the manuscript.

Manuscript N 2995 is copied by priest Minas and

Melkon in Bayazet (nowadays Dogubayazit, in Tur-

key) in 1707, 1752. It was made for the lord Amir and

for the priest Markos. This collection consists of the

following works: “Preachments”, “Beautifully Built
City of Karin”, “The History of Robbing the Virgin
Mary`s monastery in Karin” and riddles.

Manuscript N 6483 is copied by priest Baghdasar

in Karin in 1757. It has the following colophon:

275r: “This history was written by the hand of the
sinner priest Baghdasar in Arzrum in February 13,

1757.”
This collection is formatted as a quite large vol-

ume and basically maintains historical compositions

and some other chronicles or records. For instance,

Michael the Syrian‘s colophon, the list of kings com-
piled by Movses from Erznka according to Movses

Khorenatsi, Bagratuni kings in Cilicia, “Chronicles
from Adam to Alexander the Great (of Macedon)”,
“Riddles by Nerses IV the Gracious (Shnorhali)”,
some part from the “History” by Thomas of Metsoph,
collection of different historian‘s works compiled by
Samuel Anetsi, the list of the Patriarchs of Rome,

Jerusalem, Alexandria and Antioch, the list of the kings

from Romans to Hebrews, Persians and Armenians;

“On the twelve gems” written by Epiphanius of
Salamis (Cyprus), “The life of Nerses IV the Gracious
(Shnorhali)”, “The religious confession of the Arme-
nian Church”, “The History of the Big City of Pharezi
(Tabriz)”; “Beautifully Built City of Karin” and “The

history of the Virgin Mary‘s church in Karin” written
by Jacob of Karin, etc. V. Hakobyan in his publica-

tion (in 1951) put paragraphs and chapters in order

according to the manuscript.

After studying all the manuscripts it became clear

that all of the copies have similarity with the content

of the manuscript written by Jacob of Karin. For in-

stance, the history of Alexander the Great (of

Macedon), histories of the cities: Karin, Tabriz,

Pghindz; martyrdoms of saints; Bagratunis; Nerses

IV the Gracious (Shnorhali) and his riddles; Histori-

cal geography; fables written by the biblical king

Solomon.

It is worth mentioning that two compositions of

Jacob of Karin “Chronicles” and “The Biography of
the Father Georg” are remained only in one copy (N
8184), while “The History of Robbing the Virgin
Mary`s monastery in Karin” is kept in two manu-
scripts (NN 2995, 6483).

There is another important detail. In the composi-

tion “Beautifully Built City of Karin” the author writes
the story as happening in the 7th century, when the

Byzantine emperor Heraclius (610-641) defeated

Khosrow II king of Sasanian Empire, released the True

Cross from the Persians, took the relics to Jerusalem

through Karin and other regions. The version of this

story brought by Jacob was composed in the late pe-

riod. That was the reason why both publishers omit-

ted this text and did not publish it [10: 227-251].

The fact that Jacob of Karin mainly tells us about

the events he was eyewitness or studied from the

very near past increases the value of the work, while

the author sometimes brings some records from his-

torians or uses Armenian folklore.
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mecnierebis istoria

iakob karinelis „keTilad nagebi qalaqi karini”
somxur xelnawerebSi

i. xositaSvili

saqarTvelos ganaTlebisa da mecnierebis saministro, korneli kekeliZis xelnawerTa erovnuli
centri,  Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

(warmodgenilia akademiis wevris z. aleqsiZis mier)

winamdebare naSromSi ganxilulia me-17 saukunis somexi avtoris iakob karinelis
vinaoba da misi memkvidreoba, rac Semogvinaxa somxurma xelnawerebma. iakobi cxovrobda
karinis (dRevandeli arzrumi) erT-erT monasterSi, me-17 saukuneSi. misi Txzulebebidan
CvenTvis gansakuTrebiT sainteresoa „keTilad nagebi qalaqi karini”, romelic informacias
gvawvdis ara mxolod karinis, aramed mezobeli regionebis Sesaxebac. maT Soris aris
saqarTvelos istoriuli regioni tao-klarjeTi (dResdReobiT TurqeTi) da imereTi.
aRniSnuli teqstis Semcveli oTxi xelnaweri inaxeba erevnis mesrop maStocis saxelobis
Zvel xelnawerTa institutSi, matenadaranSi NN: 8184, 2995, 6583, 4542. Txzuleba pirvelad
gamoica1903 wels vaRarSapatSi k.konstaniancis mier, meored ki misi kritikulad dadgenili
teqsti gamosca v. hakobianma „mcire qronikebis” krebulSi 1951 wels. 1919 wels, parizSi
imave k. kostaniancma m. frederik makleris daxmarebiT teqsti franguladac gamosca.
nawarmoebSi avtori mogviTxrobs me-7 saukunis istorias, romelic bizantiis keisris
herakles (610-641 ww.) mier sparseTis mefis xosro II-gan wm. jvris daxsnisa da somxeTis
gavliT jvris ierusalimSi mitanis tradicias ukavSirdeba. aRniSnuli ambis gamoqveynebas
orive gamomcemelma Tavi aarida, radgan teqsti redaqciulad mogviano periods
ganekuTvneboda.
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